KALETSCHE CAMPUS
(main campus)

MAIN BUILDING
Administrative Offices  Classroom
Faculty Offices  Grace Library
Graduate Studies  Holman Hall
Nielsen Auditorium  Reception
GUEST PARKING

THE GROTTO
Dining
Studio Art Classrooms

NORTH CAMPUS
LOWERRE ACADEMIC CENTER
Office of the Dean Registrar
Faculty Offices  Classrooms
The Writing and Learning Center

Fowler Learning Commons IT Offices Tone Athletic Center (gym)
THE FIELD (soccer field)
THE VILLA
Admissions Advancement
Financial Offices & Bursar Marketing
Public Relations Sustainability Initiatives

THE ANNEX
Science Lab Guest Apartment
DA VINCI
The Dining Hall

AIRONE
GROUND FLOOR
Student Life Bookstore
Falcon’s Nest

RESIDENCES
Airone
Alba
Ciiriggi
Da Vinci
Giardino
Panera
New Building (residences A & B)